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英文 

(A)1. Banking is ancient origin, though little is known about its history prior to the thirteenth century 
   A   B  C      D 
(B)2. Because of the light, the city seemed differently from the way that I had remembered it. 
  A      B   C     D 
(C)3. They have ____ chance of winning the next election. 
 A. 60 percents   B. 60 percentage  C. a 60 percent   D. the 60 percentage 
(C)4. ____ of patients got relief from their pain after receiving the medicine? 
 A. How many percentages    B. How many percents   C. What percentage   D. What percents 
(D)5. The purpose of traveler’s checks is to protect travelers from theft and accidental lost of money. 
    A      B      C       D 
(B)6. Long before children are able to speak or understand a language, ____ communicate through facial 

expressions and by making noises. 
A. however    B. they   C. furthermore   D. who 

(D)7. ____ some mammals came to live in the sea is not known. 
 A. Which   B. Since   C. Although   D. How 
(B)8. ____ telescopes of the 1600’s magnified objects thirty-three times their original size. 
 A. That the    B. The   C. This is the   D. Being where the  
(B)9. ____ small specimen of the embryonic fluid is removed from a fetus, it will be possible to determine 

whether the baby will be born with a birth defects. 
 A. A   B. If a    C. That a   D. When it is a  
(D)10. Eric never goes to movies with us because he has ___ money. 
 A. a few   B. so few   C. a little   D. so little 
(C)11. Knowing her and other children like her has been a humbling lesson in a world where places so much 

     A         B        C    D 
emphasis on power, intellect, and glamour. 

(B)12. I find it hard ____ Mr. Johnson. He uses too many idioms. 
A. understanding   B. to understand   C. understand   D. understood 
 

(D)13.It is the interaction of chemicals on the macroscale, as opposed to the reactions of individual molecules, 
  A  B    C 

which are the focus of general Chemistry. 
   D 

(B)14. Hot-air balloons were first flown in France, ___ the two hundredth anniversary of ballooning was 
celebrated 1983. 

 A. there    B. where   C. whither 
(D)15. Plants grow especially well ___ adequate sunshine and water and the necessary soil conditions are 

found. 
 A. and   B. but   C. however   D. wherever 
(B)16. The reason I didn’t play well at the recital was ___.  
 A. because I had sprained my little finger  B. that I had sprained my little finger 
 C. why I had sprained my little finger  D. how badly I had sprained my little finger 
(B)17. Peter, ______, suggested stopping at the next station.  
  A. whom had been driving all day  B. who had been driving all day 
 C. that had been driving all day  E. which had been driving all day 
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(A)18. “Innate’ intelligence refers to the intelligence a person is born with , as opposed to “emotional or 
functioning” intelligence, _________ 

 A. which is how intelligently a person is behaving 
 B. which is how intelligent a person is behaving 
 C. that means the intelligent way the person is behaving 
 D. that means the intelligence a person is behaving 
(D)19. It is said that janitor’s salary is frequently larger than a teacher. 
   A      B    C  D 
(D)20. Ann and I lived together in Taichung in 1989. During that time, we ___ together and ___ about things. 
 A. were used to hanging out … talk  B. used to hanging out … talk 
 C. were used to hang out … talking  D. used to hang out … talk 
(D)21. The late president at this university would have been proud of me, ___ my achievements on campus. 
 A. if he saw  B. if he sees   C. had he been seen   D. had he seen 
(B)22. If I ___ that John was in hospital, I would have visited him. 
 A. knew   B. had known   C. have known   D. know 
(B)23. It is the recommendation of the US Public Health Service ____ children be vaccinated against a variety 

of diseases. 
 A. suggestion to all   B. that all   C. to all    D. suggests that all 
(B)24. The augmentation in the population has created a fuel shortage. 

A. augury   B. increase   C. demand   D. necessity 
(C)25. A younger sister is obnoxious to have around when a young lady’s boyfriend comes to call. 

A. welcome   B. too much   C. objectionable  D. talkative 
(A)26. The Sphinx was an enigma to all but Oedipus. 

A. mystery   B. problem   C. enemy   D. entity 
(B)27. I didn’t hear his stealthy footsteps coming up the stairs. 

A. strident   B. sneaking   C. hidden   D. flat-footed 
(B)28. The settlers’ steady encroachment on the Indians’ territory ultimately left the Indians homeless. 

A. endearment   B. infringement   C. enchantment   D. enforcement 
(C)29. The tribes coalesced to withstand the forces that were destroying their livelihood. 

A. divided   B. met   C. united   D. cohabitated 
(A)30. The French saw tempestuous times during the Revolution. 

A. violent   B. vibrant   C. virulent   D. veracious 
(B)31. After the riot the prison officials rescinded the prisoners’ privileges. 

A. relegated   B. removed   C. added to   D. changed 
(C)32. Reading has come to be regarded as an integrated part of language study than rather an isolated skill  
  A. B. C. 
 to be practiced out of context. 

 D.     
(A)33. In additionally to being Mississippi’s capital and largest city, Jackson is also the state’s financial and  
  A. B. C. 
  medical center. 

    D.     
(D)34. Alaska, the largest state of the United states in area , is more than twice the size than Texas. 

 A. B. C. D. 
(D)35. It is difficult for present-day readers       Sister Currie was withdrawn from circulation at the turn 

of the century. 
A. to understand the novel why   B. why to understand the novel   C. the novel to understand why   
D. to understand why the novel 
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(D)36. Until the eighteenth century, charcoal was      used in blast furnaces, as well as in glassmaking, 
blacksmithing, and metalworking. 
A. what the chief fuel   B. the chief fuel that   C. the chief fuel was   D. the chief fuel 

(B)37. Although beavers rarely remain submerged for more than two minutes, they can stay underwater      
fifteen minutes before having to surface for air. 
A. as long   B. as long as   C. so long   D. so long that 

(D)38. Natural selection is defined as the process       the course of evolution by preserving those traits 
best adapted for an organism’s survival. 
A. to which directs   B. of which directs it   C. directs it   D. that directs 

(B)39. The ability to talk is one of the skill that make humans different from the rest of the animal world. 
 A. B. C. D.     

(D)40. Don’t you love the new flamboyant tennis clothes? 
A. athletic   B. flaming   C. expensive   D. showy 

(C)41. Fashion modeling can be a lucrative business. 
A. ludicrous   B. laughable   C. profitable   D. competitive 

(D)42. Only an affluent person could maintain a 60-foot yacht. 
A. very brave   B. very capable   C. very mechanical   D. very rich 

(D)43. In recent years there have been many innovations in teaching that have made learning easier. 
A. new machines   B. new prohibitions   C. new teachers   D. new methods 

(B)44. The fireman enticed the cat from the treetop with a can of tuna fish. 
A. entranced   B. tempted   C. enlisted   D. assisted 

(A)45. A good night’s sleep is of paramount importance to a student who plans to take an examination. 
A. chief   B. restful   C. minimum   D. instructive 

(C)46. The American car industry has been rejuvenated by its switch from large to small car production. 
A. depressed   B. rewarded   C. reinvigorated   D. rejected 

(A)47. He reads periodicals that are pertinent to his profession. 
A. appropriate   B. apparent   C. perceptive   D. discriminating 

(B)48. Before Smith went on vacation, he left explicit instructions for the painting of his apartment. 
A. colorful   B. clear   C. verbal   D. written 

(C)49. I’m looking for a little cabin in the woods where I won’t be accessible to my relatives. 
A. acceptable   B. probable   C. reachable   D. accessory 

(A)50. No one could decide whether she married him for mercenary motives or she loved him in spite of his 
millions. 
A. money-loving   B. mercurial   C. unknown   D. lucrative 

(A)51. Because he had invited two girls to the dance, he found himself in a terrible dilemma. 
A. predicament   B. romance   C. argument   D. discussion 

(B)52. He’s such an affable fellow that people sometimes take advantage of him. 
A. accessible   B. good-natured   C. wealthy   D. weak 

(A)53. The consensus among his sisters was that he ought to get married. 
A. agreement   B. survey   C. statistics   D. concentration 

(D)54.The newscaster gave a concise account of the tragedy. 
A. long and detailed   B. sad and depressing   C. complicated and intricate   D. short and clear 

(A)55.In truth, the land the government allotted to them had been theirs from the beginning. 
A. apportioned   B. aligned   C. offered   D. extorted 

(D)56. Despite repeated attempts to ameliorate their living conditions, slum dwellers continue to suffer. 
A. annihilate   B. encourage   C. investigate   D. improve 

(B)57. That new cleaner is so effective that there is no vestige of chocolate on the dress now. 
A. stain   B. trace   C. vexation   D. brown 
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(A)58. Scrooge was notorious for his reluctance to part with his money. 
A. well-known   B. notarized   C. keen   D. stingy 

(C)59. Today      of the Earth live on a very small percentage of the Earth’s land surface. 
A. about two-thirds populated    B. the population is about two-thirds    
C. about two-thirds of the population    D. of about two-thirds the population is 

(A)60. It was in the year 1792     . 
A. that the New York Stock Exchange was founded 
B. founding the New York Stock Exchange 
C. Which year the New York Stock Exchange was founded 
D. the New York Stock Exchange founded   

(A)61. All eels spawn in the sea, the eggs hatching into transparent, ribbonlike larvae      , feeding until 
they metamorphose into small eels. 
A. that drift about   B. drift about   C. about drifting   D. drift about them 

(D)62. People feel uncomfortable when the humidity rises over 60 percent because perspiration cannot  
                       A              B 
evaporate quickly enough for the body to rid themselves of excess heat. 
                 C                      D  

(A)63. While infancy, the period from birth until the age of two, a child grows to approximately half of his or  
  A                       B                                              C 
her adult height. 
    D 

(B)64. The wingspread of various species of bats range from over five feet to less than two inches. 
                  A                B        C         D 

(B)65. Pollen can be transferred by the wind or by birds that comes into contact with flowers. 
        A                                   B          C    D         

(D)66. Heat energy may be absorbed or released when      while works is done on or by the system. 
A. changes in the internal energy of a system  B. by changing the internal energy of a system 
C. the internal energy of a system that changes D. the internal energy of a system changes 

(A)67. Methods of measuring mass, time, and distance are      of human culture. 
A. among the oldest skills   B. they are among the oldest skills   C. what among the oldest skills   
D. the skills that among the oldest  

(C)68. Louisa May Aloutt published her first book, Flower Fables,      of fairy tales, in 1854. 
A. which a collection   B. a collection was   C. a collection   D. in which a collection 

(C)69. Current health guidelines recommend that people restrict their consumption     . 
A. foods of high in fat   B. of foods in fat high   C. of foods high in fat   D. in foods high of fat  

(D)70. Vaporization in connection with general         has a marked effect on long-term climate. 
(A) atmospheric conditions that (B) conditions are atmospheric 
(C) are atmospheric conditions (D) atmospheric conditions 

(A)71. Plant and animal species endemic to the island are protected by wildlife conservation laws. 
(A) native (B) imported (C) related (D) introduced 

(C)72. New York City’s Central Park is a hub of activity in the summertime. 
(A) branch (B) plan (C) center (D) map 

(B)73. The ordeal of being trapped inside an elevator with a visiting dignitary was very embarrassing for the 
president. 
(A) opportunity (B) tribulation (C) glorification (D) surprise 

(C)74. A pliable plastic joint allows the door to swing freely. 
(A) rigid (B) over-sized (C) flexible (D) elevated 

(A)75. Steve could not extricate himself from his contract with the Mafia. 
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(A) release (B) encourage (C) ensure (D) validate 
(D)76. The exodus of refugees from the war-torn country was more than relief workers could handle. 

(A) fluctuation (B) number (C) speed (D) departure 
(B)77. Gasoline-run cars may one day be superseded by solar-powered automobiles. 

(A) improved (B) replaced (C) destroyed (D) fostered 
(A)78. People all over the world sympathized with the plight of the Russian town destroyed by the earthquake. 

(A) difficulty (B) history (C) location (D) similarity 
(C)79. Sharing corporate stocks with employees can be an effective way to promote harmonious, efficiency,  

A                       B                                       C 
and equitability in the workplace. 

D 
(A)80. Earlier or later, all lakes are influenced by eutrophication, a process in which lake sediment lowers    

A                        B 
the depth of the water and drains oxygen from it. 

C                              D 
(D)81. Documentary evidence indicates that portraiture became an established art from in the Hudson valley  

A                B                            C 
region around the 1660. 

D 
(D)82. Gorillas are quiet animals,         they are able to make about twenty different sounds. 

(A) how   (B) in spite of   (C) because of   (D) even though 
(A)83. From 1946 to 1949,         William Henry Hastie served as governor of the Virgin Island. 

(A) the lawyer   (B) he was the lawyer   (C) the lawyer who   (D) was the lawyer 
(C)84. In sculpture _______ “modeling” denotes a way of shaping clay, wax, or other pliable materials. 

(A) to the term   (B) is termed   (C) the term   (D) to term 
(D)85. Although pecans are most plentiful in the southeastern part of the United States, they are found  

_______ Ohio and Illinois. 
(A) far north   (B) north as far   (C) farthest north   (D) as far north as 

(B)86. _______ of caffeine can result in restlessness, insomnia, and even delirium. 
(A) Consuming in excess (B) Excessive consumption 
(C) To consume excessively (D) The consumption excessive 

(B)87. Considered one of the leading poets in America today, _______. 
(A) a number of books and plays have also been written by Sonia Sanchez 
(B) Sonia Sanchez has also written a number of books and plays 
(C) a number of Sonia Sanchez’ books and play have been written 
(D) there have been a number of books and plays written by Sonia Sanchez 

(C)88.         by transferring the blame to other is often called scapegoating. 
(A) Eliminate problems (B) The eliminated problems 
(C) Eliminating problems (D) Problems are eliminated 

(C)89. Quasars         emitting extremely intense radio waves and visible radiation. 
(A) starlike objects are (B) starlike, they are objects 
(C) are starlike objects (D) are they starlike objects 

(B)90. The situation comedy has proved to a remarkably durable commercial television format. 
A        B                      C        D 

(B)91. In adolescence, a young person may experience some stress emotional due to conflicting and  
A                                          B 

confusing social demands. 
C           D 
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(D)92. Situated in the heart of a grain-farming and livestock-raising region, Abilene, Kansas, is a prosperous  
A                                               B                        C 

trading and distribute center. 
D 

(A)93. Principal known for his dictionary, Noah Webster was also the first epidemiologist in the United  
         A             B     C                    D 

States. 
(D)94. If laid out in a straight line, the human digestive tract would measure approximately thirty         
      A   B                                           C 

foot in length. 
     D 

(D)95. This television program is a presentation of the chronological development of lasers. 
(A) scientific   (B) experimental   (C) creative   (D) historical 

(C)96. The lawyer finally refuted the man’s claim of innocence. 
(A) believed   (B) enforced   (C) disproved   (D) cautioned  

(B)97. Stan was a specious man, acting friendly to his boss, but really plotting behind his bank. 
(A) encouraging   (B) deceptive   (C) artistic   (D) enthusiastic 

(A)98. Paul’s obnoxious behavior towards the teacher showed his effrontery in the face of authority. 
(A) impudence   (B) timidity   (C) regularity   (D) misunderstanding 

(A)99. Mr. Smith is a veteran of the stage, having spent the past forty years acting in the theater. 
(A) old hand   (B) top hat   (C) new kid   (D) fine time 

(D)100. The young man finally came to realize the gravity of his crime. 
(A) mercifulness   (B) indifference   (C) secrecy   (D) seriousness 
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